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Foreign
Service
Exam
deacflir.e is Oct. 24. Pick up
applications at Career Services, Mesa Vista, Rm. 2131.
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Senate ·AllotS .$2522
By Ruth S. lntress ~
follows; ·Project Conscjo did not
At •an emergency session of the receive the money. When the Senate
the ASUNM Senate Friday af- voted to reconsider the allocation
ternoon, five appropriation bills · for. the group and that figure failed
totalling $2522 were passed.
to be passed, that meant the first
·
·
amount of money passed by the
The five organizations receiving Senate was ·no longer appropriated,
the funds. were the -Boycot~ she said. "We don't want Project
. Committee, $192;: the Engineers Consejo to think it has the money.
· Joint
Council,
$900; . the They sho~ld not make any plaris for
Homecoming Committee, $500; the us1ng that money," Davidson said.
Student Union Basement Games
Club, $180. and the Student
The senators debated Wednesday
Organization for Latin American · over whether ASUNM should fund
~tudies, $175.
political student· organizations.
Sen. Gary Fisher said, "This is a
·Questions were raised among the very partisan issue. By using
senators as ·to whether the bill students funds to finance this
appropriating $1734 to . Project committee we are in :fact showing
Consejo 'passed at Senate's support for their issues."
Wednesday meeting. Because the
Sen. Les Mar.shall said, "In
meeting became chaotic, some
politics
you have to take sides. I
senators thought the bill had not
don't see any reason why we
·
passed.
shouldn't .give the Boycott ComASUNM Attorney General Brian mittee money to function. Political
Sanderoff said he thought the vote it might be, but students are infor the $1734 for Project Consejo terested in it.''
·
was correctly taken and that the bill
did pass.
_
The ATM Business Club was
'
alloca'ted $330 at Wednesday's
ASUNM Vice President Dorothy meeting and depending on the
Davidson said according to .Sturgis question of. Project Consejo' s
Rules of Order, which the Senate· allocation, the Senate has $6182 or

s·en:~

$4348 left to allocate.

Among the groups still
requesting funds from theASUNM.
Senate are:
-Student Community Relations
Committee, $475; .
-Interfraternity Cpuncil/PanheJienic Association, $1150;
and
·

!'

-Wagon Wheels Dance Group,

ssso;

Brian Sanderoff

-

Dayan: US ·Must Participate
In Middle~East Settlement
. By Robert Grebe.
Moshe Dayan walked briskly to the lectern in Johnson Gym Thursday evening. He dabbed with his handkerchief at beads of perspiration glistening on his
forehead. He blushed and smiled awkwardly. His eye
-scanned the audience. He raised his arm
acknowledging the audience.
Dayan, Israel's former minister of defense and former general chief of staff described the events which
.led to the establishment of Israel and outlined the succeeding Israeli conflicts.
He. said the prospects for peace in the Middle East
were much better than ever before, but he stressed the
need for U.S. p;lrticipation in an~v-sc~tt1em1ent

·GoldWater .
EXpects Schmitt
To Beat Montoya
'

Sen. Barry Gol~water (R-Ariz.) arrived in Albuquerque Friday to
campaign for Sen. Pete Domenici (R-NM) and Harrison "Jack" Schmitt,
Republican candidate for the U.S. Senate. .
·
At a news conference Goldwater said ·New Mexico needs good
congressmen to get things going in the state.
Goldwater praised Domenici's work in Washington ana said he expected
Schmitt to win his .bid for the 'Senate. ·
He ·accused Sen. Montoya of voting against space projects and "down •
the lirie as labor wants him to vote."
.
He said the Democratic Congress is one of the most ildangerous'' he has
Moshe Dayan
· ever seen. "We can't go on spending like this Congress or we'H end up like
England," he said. •
"1 think conservatism is in the hearts of the American people,'' he said.
Goldwater said, "I'm either for Ford or against him, anything that will
help."
He said Ford is doing well in California, Arizona and the South but he
By Bill Wooten
wouldn't be sUrprised to see Carter win in California.
It
seems
like' rock singer Peter
Goldwater described the Ford-Carter debate as "sort of ho-hum. I
Frampton's
line of"we all gq home
would say Ford came out on top." .
·.
and
·change
for the midnight
•'The next debate on Foreign policy will be very interesting.''
movies"
may
be
coming true here
Goldwater was greet~d at the· Albuquerque International Airport Friday.
in
Albuquerque.
by Sen. Domenici, Mayor Harry Kinney, Harrison Schmitt, state
The flicks at midnight are
Republican party chief-s and a crowd of forty to fifty supporters.
b~omirig a major source of entertainment for the college crowd as
well as for high school and younger
age persons, said two Albuquerque
theatre managers.
"The demand for late night
entertainment has grown in the last
few months, said Kevin Keller,
assistant manager in . charge of
promotions. at the Fox-Winrock
Theatre. ''T.his time of year there
aren't any godd feature length films
being made," he said, •:and the
shows at midnight give the public a
chance to see their favorites again."
Mark Avolio~ manager of the
Hiland Theatre, agreed. "There are
a lot of young movie-goers and the
shows give them an alternative sort
of entertainment late at night," he
said.
..
.
Keller said most of the crowd at
the Fox-Win rock were of college
age. ''A. lot of the. people there are
Barry Goldwater

Someone will have to ensure the provisions of any
future settlement by guaranteeing to stop a war should
it break out, he said. ·
An Egyptian Embassy spokesman, Aboushar Tous,
said in a telephone interview Frid~y, ''Egypt has
always ·wished for the Soviet Union and the U.S. to be
part of any settlement.
"Egypt is rea<ly to go to the peace table in Geneva
tomorrow. Let's hope that. Israel is not just saying
they want peace."
A spokesman for the Syrian Embassy, Toufic
Abouchaer, said he doubted that the Israelis sincerely
wished 'to establish peace. ''Their real background is
war,'' he said in a telephone interview.
Dayan said the problem qf the Palestinian refugees
must be settled. He said Yasser Arafat's proposal to
the U.N. to divide Israel into a secular PalestinianIsraeli state was totally unacceptable.
. Dayan said the Palestinian refugees should become
citizen5110f the countries in which they·livenow.
The Syrian and Egyptian spokesmen said their
countries support the Palestinians' .right to decide
their own solution to the problem.
A Palestinian student on campus, who wished not
to be identified, said Dayan's proposal was wrong. He
said his family was forced to leave Palestine in i948
by the Israelis. "They evicted tis by creating a panic.
They used collective punishment. They tortured us,"
he said.
Dayan also cited the need· for Israel to become a better place to live. He said many young Israelis have left
the country because life there was hard. "We have to
have a peaceful existence,'' he said.
A telephoned bomb threat prior to Dayan's ap-.
pearance failed to disrupt the former Israeli defense
minister's speech.

Midnight Flicks Popular in City

----··

''···

movie aficionados who have
probably sc!en the show before as a
feature presentation and come back
simply to see the film 'at a reduced
price," he said.
Avolio said he got a different
crowd. "The movies we show are
mainly for minors," he said. 1 '0i.Jr
goal is to give the younger kids
· some sort of entertainment they
would do instead of being out
roving around,,' he said.
The pictures requested are of all
types, both said. "We get lots of
requests for concert films a~ well as
for young adult films," Keller said.
Avolio said the majority of films
requested were of the concert
nature also but "we do show films
that appeal to the young kids, like
'The Planet of the Apes' series we
just finished showing this
weekend,,; he said.
The different crowds also behave
in different manners. ''The people
here act as young people do,"
Keller said. "They drink beer,
. smoke cigarettes and a little dope
but we do try to keep that under
control/' he said.
.
Avolio said his crowd wa.s dif-

ferent. "Since we show films
oriented towards a younger'
audience, the people are too small
to cause trouble," he said.
''Besides, we keep a uniformed
policeman on duty at all times and
he keeps things pretty quiet.. We'll
get a rowdy group every now and
then but it's rare," he said.
The selection of films can be
limited, however. "We get our
films from a booker in Dallas who
is in contact with our offices in Los
Angeles, Denver and Kansas City,"
Keller said. "These offices are, in
turn, in touch with the film
distributors who get the films
from the studios. The limitation
comes with the fact that there are
various films available only in
various sections of the country and
you're limited by what's available
to you," he said.
The Hiland gets its films from a
booker in Dallas also, Avolio said.
'(He has a list of films available to
. the theatre and gets us what he
can," he said. "There are overlOO
theatres in our Commonwealth
chain and if we see a movie i~ doing
{Continuod on page !2)
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Third World Report
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Africa: Non-Whites Unite

~'l"rl~

CompU~:d

by Larry Sehmldt;
Glen Hudak & Richard Llnnett
.r>
SOUTH AFRICA-The recent
and continuing work strikes by
~ Blacks
against White-owned
·o; businesses in this country indicate a
~ decisive development in the
.~ liberating struggle to.Blacks against
" apartheid rule. For many years the
~ White minority government has
!!: sought to divide the Coloreds
(i.e./of those mixed race) from the
<'f Black Africans.
"
Recent events have 'led to a new
~ unity pf the non-White South
P.. Africans. The Cape Town strike of
Sept. J.5 was the first time Colored
workers, the backbone of the nonWhite working class in Cape Town,
rose against the White regime. This
growing unity is also exemplified in
the recent Soweto general strikes.
Here the Zulu migrant workers who
had earlier turned against strikers in
the August 23-25 strikes, now
supported the strikes.
This turq-aroun'd was brought
about by Black students who had
gone to great lengths to explain the
purpose of the strike to the migrant
workers.
RHODESIA-The question of
who is to represent the Blacks in the
up-coming conference is far from
solved. The Rhodesian African
National Council has two wings:
the internal headed by Joshua

.3

z

$100oo

Nkomo and the external and
Mozambique-based one headed by,
Bishop Abel M uzorewa.
The guerrilla Zimbabwe African
National Union commapded by
Robert Mugabe is another group;
The Zimba,bwe People's Army is
the largest guerrilla force in
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) and has
condemned the present peace plans.
LEBANON-Syrian forces
overran
Lebanon's
central
· mountains while Christian rightists
fired mortar shells into Moslem
sections of Beirut. The escalated
fighting followed unconfirmed
reports that the Pale&tinian
guerrilla leadership has rejected a
Syrian ultimatum to lay down. their
arms within 15 days.
Meanwhile, ·as Syrian troops
took Palestinian strongholds in the
central mountains, the Soviet
Union launched a diplomatic
initiative to bring peace to
Leoanon. A Russian diplomat said
the Soviet Union was becoming
involved openly and officially in the
search for peace because the Soviet
Union opposes solutions entailing
outside interference in Lebanese
affairs. And Syrian President Hafez
Assad discolsed that he has been
under pressure from the Soviet
Union to withdraw his forces from

NATIO!'iS·
UNITED
--Philippines' Foreign Minister
warns aspect of terrorists holding
whole nations hostage to nuclear
weapons is no longer. science fiction.
WASHINGTON-The murder
of Orlando Letelier in Washington
once more brings attention to the ·
relationship between the U.S. and
Chile. Letelier was one of the most
influential Chilean exiles in · the
·U.S. and a well-respected member
of the moderate wing of the
Socialist Party. There seems to be
little doubt that an investigation of
his murder will lead directly back to
the Chilean secret polic.e, DINA,
which is directly. answerable to
General Augusto ·Pinochet.
Larry Biros, director of the
Council for Hemispheric Affairs,
said "There are at least two DINA
agents in the embassy that we know
of." Letelier's murder may cause
problems
here· (in
more
strengthening opponents of present
U.S. policy towards Chile) than in.
Chile, where a .rapprochment
between Unidad Popular and the·
Christian Democrats appears to be
developing.
BOLIVIA-The mmmg centers
in the ·Huanuni district and several
universities are ·reported to be on
strike, demanding the withdrawal
of troops from the area.
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Consumer Conference Focuses on the Sun
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By United Press International
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By Joe Donnelly
With their children running from one booth to another, young home
owners probably comprised the largest group of people attending the
outdoor demonstration of solar projects at Civic Plaza during the
weekend •
Th~ display was part ~f the Consumer Conference on Solar Energy being
held m Albuquerque th1s week. The conference is sponsored by the N.M.
Energy Resources Board, N.M. Dept. of Development and the N.M. Solar
Energy Assn.
Much of the display was dedicated to the simplification of solar energy
use, although Sandia and Los Alamos Laboratories showed examples of
large-scale government-funded projects being built at their facilities.
·
One ol the exhibits was as simple as placing a water tank under a
sunlight with a reflecting mirror to direct the sunlight to heat the water.
Another simple, innovative idea,' presented by Zomeworks of
Al~u~uerque, was ~he use o~ an insulated skylight cover called the skylid.
Th1s msulated alummum device consists of two louvers to let heat in during
day and keep it in at night.
During the summer the louvers can be kept closed to keep the sun and
heat out, making a room dark and cool.
The louvers regulate themselves by "manual override." A canister of
free~ on the ~ack ~nd front of one .louver will open or close the device by
the difference m weight as the freon m each canister is heated and cooled.
Another Zomeworks invention is the "Beadwall." This consists of a
double-pane glass window which is filled with tiny styrofoam beads to
insulate against heat loss at night or helps keep a home cool during the day.
The beads are blown in and out by electric motor.
U.S. Solar Pillow of Tucumcari' displayed some low-cost products such
as dual-purpose swimming pool heaters and a water heater for camping.
Both sell for less than $25.
PhQlo by Wendell T. HunL
Both products look like nothing more than a vinyl pool float. They are
made of three pieces of 12-mil vinyl forming two compartments. The
New Mexico State University students show their solar-powered steam generator at the.
bottom piece of vinyl is black to absorb heat. The inflatable solar air
Consumer's
Conference on Solar Energy Develo'pment downtown last weekend.
mattress is especially good for thawing ice in stock tanks during the winter.

i\

W. German Democrats Win
BONN-Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's Government Coalition of
Social Democrats and Liberals narrowly won the West German
parliamentary elections Sunday but the resurgent Christian
Democrats emerged as the nation's largest party.
The latest computer proJections by West Germany's two major
television networks gave the Social Democrats 42.8 per cent of the
votes and the Free Democrats 7.9 per cent, for a total of 50.6 per cent.
The Christian Democrats won 48.5 per cent. -

'.
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.Senator Df!nounces Butz
LOVEJOY, Ga.-_.Sen. Herman Talmadge, the chairman of the
Senate Agriculture Committee, said Sunday Earl Butz' "usefulness as
secretary of agriculture has ended" because of his derogatory
remarks about Blacks.
"In my judgment, his usefulness as secretary of agriculture has ended and the President will probably accept his resignation," the
Georgia Democrat said in an interview.

· Swine Flu Risks Debated
CINCINNATI-Cincinnati Health Commissioner Dr. Arnold Leff
said there is "little risk" in giving swine flu vaccinations to pregnant
women.
Leff's comment contradicted a. statement Friday by Dr. Richard
T.F. Schmidt, director of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Cincinnati
Good Samaritan Hospital, at a health conference in Winnipeg, Ontario, Canada.
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Different Ty~s
Of Hamburgers
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2216 Central SE-265-5986

Green Chili-

SMALL
With Any Purchase
atTHEPOSB

•

/-

Red Chili

Try The $1.00 Lunch!
4 Tacos & §mall Coke Or
1 Red Or Green Chili Burrito & Medium Coke

Drive-In

The Rain Tunnel

Crotons

Car Wash

Expires Oct. 9

save
3920Ceatral SE I 6301.Meaaul Ne
8524 l~diaa School NE
Offer Good at All Three Allie'• Locatioaa·

Now

4. 99

Friendly Flower Shop .
266-9296 3424 Central S.E.

!~I

2 Pieces of Fish.& Chips.

1111

reg.$1.59

BXBR
STORB
:ll.l. Harvard SE
'
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WitJJ tiJho COltJ}Oll

Denim and Cordni.•oy
Bells.--Big Bells--Straight Legs
Expires Oct. 10, 1976

SOeOFF

FISH SANDWICHES
39¢ WITH COUPON
Regular $.55

1916 Central S.E.

1 coupon per cus~ome~, Offer good through October 10

OFF

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash
Any Wash and/or Wax With This Coupon
Expires
5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E
Octobe••l.O, 1976

5101 LQmas NE
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Bur:ritos

jumbo Jacks

1 Alfie Ordei-

•

Tacos

Large Multi Colored
Reg. 12.99

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

·-----·-·--··-··

includes.: Choice of
potato & texas
toast
,.......... ...,,. Oct.ol•e••10.

One Block South of Cen~

3424 Central SE.
. 266-9296

-····

$1.99

On Yale.
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IRLOIN
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COKE

Directly Across From Yale Park

3005 Cerrillos R('
,SANTA FE 471-&
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2 For
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Chavumt Hamid bar - Fellowship of the Desert
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Editor;
I was intrigued by two of the letters in Thursday's (September 30)
LOBO; namely those by Mr.
Charles Carroll and Mr. Martin
Berg. It struck me as being rather
coincidental that the two gentlemen base similar conclusions on
faulty information.
While I felt that the "selfcongratulatory letters from Vice
President Davidson and Senator
Garcia" were a bit out of the ordinary, they were not by any means
in bad taste or undeserved. Indeed,
many of the senators (not to mention the officers) put a good deal of'
time and effort into student govern-

-~
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Question of Words
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The ASUNM Senate is in a state of confusion over what happened at Wednesday night's meeting.
At issue is the $1700 allocation to Project Consejo. Several
senators believe that, at the end of the meeting, Consejo was left
with no allocation.
After the Senate voted to give the group $1700 it decided later in
the meeting to vote on giving Consejo more money, but that vote
failed.
The point of contention is whether or not the wording of the
second vote canceled out the first vote. If the wording did cancel
the first vote, Project Consejo is left with no money. If the wording
did not cancel the first vote, Consejo now has the $1700 given by
the first vote.
·
The issue of whether Consejo has money or' not did not come up
until the ASUNM meeting Friday.
Apparently the Attorney ·General will have to make a ruling on
whether or not the first vote still stands and Consejo has its money.
Since there is so much confusion and Consejo is left wondering
if it can count on $1700 or not, we suggest that the Attorney
General should make his ruling as quickly as possible.
·
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This page is open to the University community for expressions
they have to make. Any thoughts
the LOBO readers have in the way
of opinions, gripes or compliments
may be turned in for publication.
The one hard and tast rule for
submissions for this page is that the
letter or opinion be signed. If there
is some very good reason why a letter should be printed without a
name, the writer must discuss the
matter with the editor.
Short
letters with
short

paragraphs are more readable.
There is a 250-word limit on letters
to be printed and letters should
include the writer's name, phone
number and address.
Opinions follow the same
guidelines as letters, except that
there is no maximum word limit,
however the writer should keep in
mind that the shorter an opinion,
the more widely read it is.
Both letters and opinions .are
subject to editing for length and
_possibly libelous content.

., ..
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I endorse the manner in which Mr. Mondragon
has executed the duties of his office. It is my own
personal judgment that Mr. Mondragon's
policies reflect the collective interest of the
majority of Chicano students. If his policies do
not accommodate the ·yearnings of every
Chicano student, it is so because it is impossible-in spite of the virtues of democratic
government-to have a policy which satisfies the
public and private interests of the entire body of

Editor:
Shortages, delays, this committee, that committee, more shortages, Senate, arguments, fights,
more shortages, more delay. This is
the framework for organizations
requesting money from ASUNM.
This humble proposal should make
everyone happy.
All of the approximately 200
chartered campus organizations
and the committees and bodies of
ASUNM should all have the activity
fee raised a mandatory, but refundable, amount. This amount would
vary according to size and function.
KUNM and the LOBO would
probably need $1 per semester.

Smaller groups, such as the
Student Union Basement Games
Club, could get by on five or ten
cents. Remember every cent is
$200.
The [I even if any one decided 1¢
or 28¢ or $1.36 was worth going to
get refund, we would counter this
by only offering refunds during a
two-week period, but the same
two-week period for all 250
organizations. In addition, we
would refund the money at as
many varied, widely separated, outof-the-way locations as possible,
the corner of the west free parking
lot, for instance. Not only would a
person have to be hard up for pennies, but he would have to drop out

As a student of the University of New Mexico,
I am primarily concerned that Chicano students
receive an egalitarian education without having
to compromise their own cultural heritage. I
believe that Mr. Mondragon has worked diligently to achieve this objective as Coordinator of
Chicano Studies.
I hope that the Chicano students who share
this opinion will not hesitate to express their support for Mr. Mondragon. I have no doubt that he
is a man of unimpeachable integrity who is
dedicated to serve the Chicano student as well as
the Chicano community.
Serafin Padilla

Editor:
Regarding the letters in Thursday's LOBO by Mr. Berg of the
Slumber Party and Mr. Carroll (a
known
Slumber
Party
collaborator), I would venture to
call into question one or two of the
basic assumptions underlying their
rhetoric. Like Mr. Carroll, I find it
hard to take seriously much of the
blather that reaches the reading
public from our student government. But by the same token I cannot swallow the half-baked notions
of fiscal policymaking evident in
the Slumber Party's much-needed
raillery.

by Garry Trudeau
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Editorial

Board

Unsigned

represent

a

majority opinion of the Daily Lobo
StaH .. All other coluO")ns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the author' and do rio! necessarily
reflect. the views of the Staff.
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Editor:
An open letter to Senator David
Rupp;
I read with surprise, dismay and
utter discouragement your comment that the Film Committee
"should be acting as an entertainment committee, not
anything else." Evidently, you are
unaware of the nature and function
of either the University or ASUNM.
Both are designed to provide the
members of its community to learn
and grow in an appropriate social,
cultural and educational environment.
ASUNM has in the past, I know,
seen its function to be providing
bread and circuses for the masses,
but I was under the impression that
it took itself more seriously now. If
not, then I'd like to suggest that
you solve your current financial
dilemmas by bringing back the circus and handing every student a
French roll. Your $9000 will be used
up quickly and you will have
fulfilled your function and you can
all go home.
Clearly, however, the full
ASUNM
Senate
and 'Administration does not see itself in
such a role. Other groups whose
purposes are other than merely entertainment are funded.
Therefore I seriously suggest
Senator Rupp examine carefully his
biases, his overall view and
definition of ASUNM and the
senate, and his personal view of
what his responsibilities and
qualifications to be a senator are,
and give serious consideration to
resigning.
·
I would remind him of my earlier
description of what the University
is and what ASUNM is. I would
also remind him that since he is an
elected senator at large he must
consider every segment of the
University community and its
needs.

of school for two weeks to go
around and collect refunds.
RESULT: All organizations
would be adequately funded.
Senate would have $300,000 to
spend on newly chartered
organizations, any organization unfortunate enough to be hit too
heavily by refund seekers, and pizza and beer at the Senate meetings
(not necessarily in that order).
Figuring an average request of
30¢, tuition would only go up $75,
BUTit's REFUNDABLEIII And, as
promised, everybody's happy! II
Richard J. Gordon
Student Union
Basement Games Club

"Just get the books in the
black," intones Mr. Berg, parroting
an axion shared by backwoods
legislators at election time and
uninformed gripes across the country.
The idea that deficit spending is
somehow 'bad'· is a pervasive and
fallacious first-principle of many
self-styled critics of the · budget
processes of Federal, state and, I
venture here, student governments. Deficit spending is no more
and no less than a part of the
discretionary power delegated to
certain authorities in 'matters of
finance.
It does not necessarily follow
that money spent in the red is
'wasted,' as Mr. Carroll seems to
imply. I do not attempt to justify the
actions of the Senate in matters of
budgeting and accountancy, but I
think that conjuring up visions of
waste and profligacy on the basis
of some naive ideal of neatly balanced books is unjustified.
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deficit when $20,000 is a somewhat
more accurate estimate. We really
shouldn't be flippantly tossing
$5000 around, eh, Charlie?
Having attended several student
senate meetings this semester, I
have found that the Senate is
tremendously
receptive
to
questions and/or suggestions from
students. In other words, gentlemen, I would be delighted to
hear YOUR answers to the deficit
dilemma at Wednesday's Senate
meeting (7 p.m., Rooms 250 A-D in
the SUB). I'll be there; will you?
Sandra J. Coston
(No relation to ASUNM Senator

Temple Albert Congregation
1006 Lead Ave SE
Sunday, October 3, 8:00pm
Monday, October 4, 10:00 am
Memorial Service 4:00 pm

-

:g

Congregation B'nai Israel

"'

4401 Indian School Rd NE
Sunday, October 3, 6:30pm
Monday, October 4, 8:30am
Memorial Service 5:00pm

Courtesy of Jewish Student Union - Hillel

NOTHING HOKEY
ABOUT THIS AD.
IT'S MESSAGE IS SPECTACULAR
WHAT:
WHEN:
WHO:.
WHERE:

10 DAY GET ACQUAINTED SALE
NOW THROUGH OCTOBER 12TH
BEAU BRITCHES
BOTH STORES - 6000 MONTGOMERY NE
2001 EUBANK NE
BEAU BRITCHES WANTS YOUR BUSINESS

WHY:

LEVI'S REGULAR PREWASHED
DENIM BELLS

DENIM BLUE JEANS BY FADED
GLORY AND A SMILE

Sizes 28 to 3~ waist/100% Cotton Heavyweight Jean Regularly sells for $17.50

Sizes 26 to 34/100%Cotton-Assorted styles.
Regularly sold fa~ $16.00 to $25.00

Now Only$

9 00

(Super Price)

No'W Only $1

Q 00

(Super Fashion BuysJ

•

MEN'S FASHION SHIRTS BY
KENNINGTON AND JOEL

PEASANT SHIRTS BY
KENNINGTON

Polyester and nylon blends/ Assorted
patterns Great looks for leisure suits and
casual wear These shirts regularly sold for
$14.00 to $22.00
Now Only $
00

Shirts are 100% Cotton and Cotton and
Polyester blends Regularly $16.00 to $18.00

6

Now Only$

7 00

MEN'S DRESS & CASUAL SLACKS
BY HAGGAR, LEVI'S, LEE

LEVI'S ALPINE BELL
LIGHTWEIGHT DENIM

Sizes 29to 36/Regularly sold for $14.00-22.00

Sizes 28to 36/Regularly sold for $17.50

Now Only$

5 00

Now Only$

MEN'S PREWASH DENIM AND
BRUSHED DENIM JACKETS BY

9 00

LEVI'S JACKETS TO MATCH
THE ALPINE BELL

Levi's, Lee, Wrangler

Sizes SM XL
Regular price $16.00to $28.00
Now Only$

.

SM L XL

9 00

I

Regularly sold for $22.50

Now Only $

9

00

Sandra D. Myers

I submit that anyone who attempts to carry the standard of
economic righteousness on such a
feeble premise is either ignorant of
matters as they are or is
deliberately manipulating the
ignorance of others.
Daniel Crain

J0-4

ment.
Mr. Carroll has conveniently
neglected to take into account the
fact that the "respectable deficit"
he mentions was, in a very real sense, inherited from last'semester by
this· Senate. (If you don't agree;
recall that 13 out of 19 senators this
semester are serving their first
term.)
Furthermore, while both letters
criticize the Senate, the senators
and the system, neither one offers
any constructive suggestions. Mr.
Carroll even goes so far as to use
incorrect data to support his wobbly allegations. I am referring, of
course, to the mention of a $25,000

Film Group
Comments
_Discouraging

Senate: Good Experience
For the /Real World'

DOONESBURY

editorials

..

One Humble Proposal to Solve- Probl~ms

Chicano students. I am certain that anyone who
is aware of the political realities of democratic
government will acknowledge the empirical
validity of this observation.
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A Commendation for Antonio Mondragon
Editor:
As a Chicano student, I should like to take this
opportunity to commend Mr. Antonio Mondragon for the excellent work he is doing as
Coordinator of Chicano Studies. It is men such
as he whom we need to insure that the civil as
well as academic rights of the Chicano student
are upheld by the University.

UNM Chapel
Sunday, October 3, Kol Nidrei 6:00pm
Monday, October 4, 9:00am

Two Critical Letters Offer No Solutions
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The N cw Mexico Daily Lobo Is published
Monday through Friday every reguln; week
of the Uni-versity year and weekly durmg the
sUmmer session by ~he Board or Stud~nt
Publications of the .University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second ciass postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00for th~ ncddcmicyear.
. ,
The opinions expressed on the ed1tOr1al
p'lges., of The Daily Lobo nre those o[ the
author solely. Unsigtied opinion is thnt ol ~he
editorial board of The Dally Lobo. Nothm~
printed in The Dally Loho Mccssnrily
; represents lhe views of the Uni"Versity of New
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GALS LONG SLEEVED POLVESTER
AND NYLON BLEND BLOUSES

.

Junior Sizes 5-13/ Assorted patterns Regularly
sold for $13.50 to $20.00
" .

N?~O~Iy$

6

'

DITTOS AND FADED GLORY
JACKETS FOR GALS
Junior Sizes 5-13/These match the Faded
Glory Jeans 100% Cotton, prewashed blue
denim Regularly sold, for $16.50 to $33.00

00

Now Only $

"

9 00

*BEAO*BRITt:BES

NEW MEXICO'S LARGEST ~ANT SELECTION
2001 Eubank N.E. • Phone 298·8280
6000 Montgomery N.E. • Phone 881·8110
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State Candidates To Visit Campus Oct. 20
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By David Belling
About 15 candidates for state and county offices and Congress will be at
UNM on Wednesday, Oct. 20 for the ASUNM Candidates Day.
Heading the list of candidates scheduled to appear are Senate candidates
Joseph Montoya, Democrat, and challenger Harrison "Jack" Schmitt,
Republican. House of Representative candidates Manuel Lujan Jr.,
Republican, and challenger Raymond Garcia, Democrat, are also
scheduled.
Candidates for the State Corporation Commission, County Clerk,
· County Treasurer, County Sheriff, State House and Senate districts, which
included the UNM area, will also be at UNM Candidates Day.
The candidates will appear in the SUB ballroom from 9 a.m. to about 4
p.m. There will be a set' format for each candidate's appearance, Each
candidate will have a time limit in which to address students and then the
candidate will have a period of time to answer questions from -the students.
The amount of time each candidate will have will be determined by the
importance of the race, said Dorothy Davidson, ASUNM vice president.
She said there will be tables available for candidates to use to pass out
campaign literature.
Davidson said the reason for holding Candidates' Day is "to get the
students aware of the candidates running in the county and hopefully to get
them more involved."
ASUNM President Damon Tobias said Candidates' Day will give the
students a chance to see and hear the candidates and it will give "candidates a chance to carry their message to the students."

Harrison Schmitt

Education On-the~Job Prograins Expand·
Two hundred lilly-one Navajo
and Chicano students are involved
at eight training sites in New
Mexico and Arizona this semester
in an 'expanded UNM field-based
teacher education program.
The UNM College of Education
program encompasses a wide range
of projects including the Navajo
Teacher Education Development

Program (NTiiDP), the Rough
Rock School Board On-Site
Education Program, the Ramah
Navajo School Board Teacher
Training Project and northern New
Mexico consortiums for Teacher
Aide and Teacher Corps training.
NTEDP director Don Kelly said
137 interns are participating in the
three-year-nlcl program this

The Mexican Carry Out Kitchen
Invites All Our Friends To Our

_·Grand ReOpening
5(: Coffee & 1()(: Soft Drinks

From Oct. 1 thru Oct. 8 .

Our New Location Is Right Across The Street From
Our Old One, With Lots Of Parking!
4917 4th NW

Pay
Y2 Price
Or Less

Revisionist Histoty
It All Would Have Startled
Columbus-A Further Mangling of
American History/ by Richard
Armours/McGraw_-Hill Book Co.,
N.Y.; $6.95, 137 pp.; Ill us.
The Grass Is Always Greener Over
The Septic Tank/by Erma Bombeck/ McGraw-Hill· Book Co.,
N.y.; $6.95, 175 pp.; !flus.
Review by J. C. Ogilvie
These two books must be read
"at the same time" as both are
super-colossal spoofs ... one of U.S.
history (another bicentennial offering) and th~ other of life in the
suburbs today.
These two books have much in
common: both were written with
'tongue . in cheek,' both are
illustrated with zany but telling
illustrations. One dust-jacket blurb

Joseph 'VlOntoya

semester, representing 37 different
schools on the Navajo reservation.
He said as of August 1976 the
program !)ad &raduated 78 Navajo
elementary teachers.
' The program's main training .
centers are loc.~ted at Teec Nos Pos,
Ariz., and Crownpoint, NM. The
program is funded by the U.S.
Office of Education through the
Navajo Division of Education.
"The 1976-77 continuation of the
NTEDP represents the fourth phase
of a planned five year teacher
education program,".. Kelly said.
"All course work is this unique
program, with the exception of two
summer sessions at UNM, is taught
on-site.''
Kelly is also project director for
the Rough Rock, Ariz., and
Ramah, NM, training progtams.
He said the Rough Rock project,

A film "The Grear Conservation Principles" will
be presented by Richard P. Feynman from !he Calif.
Institute of Technology on Wed., Oct. 6 at 7:30p.m.
in Rm. 103, Physi~s Lab and Lecture Bldg. Open to
the public.

Student Council for Exceptional Children will meet
WCd., Oct. 6 at 7 p.m. in Rm. 231 ~ SUB. Please
come!
The student scdion of NMHEA will hold its Fall
Workshop Fri., Oct. 8 and Sat., Oct. 9. Notices arc
posted in the Home Ec Bldg. explaining in detail.
Women Studies Committee invites you to Open
House on Tues., Oct. 5 from 4 to 6 p.m. in Manon
Hall Rms. 233·238. Interested women can meet the
members of the faculty and staff of the Women
Studies Program and gain information about the
classes offcred.
Mesa Chicana General Meeting on Tues., Oct. 5 in
Rm. 2SD C at noon. Will discuss the UniversitY
PrCsident~s Conference on Minority Concerns.
UNM Wilderness Study Committee will meet
Tues.j Oct. 5 at 7:30 p.m. in the third floor reading
room of Ortega Hall.

Deadline for applying to take the Foreign Service
Exam is Oct. 24. Pick up applications at Career S<:r·
vices, Mesa Vista, Rm. 2131.

funded by the local school board, is
designed to ''develop and refine"
an on-site program for the employees of Rough Rock Demonstration School.
"This program is phase one of a
four year sequence of in-service
education for community members
and school employees whic!1 could
lead either to an Associate of Arts
or Bachelor of Science degree in
elementary education," Kelly said.
The Rough Rock school board,
participating .students and UNM
staff select courses to be taught onsite each semester.
Training qualified Navajo
bilingual teachers is the main goal
of the Ramah Navajo School Board
Project, Kelly said.
. "Eleven trainees are now
enrolled in a B.S. in elementary
education degree program," Kelly
said. "The intent of the program is
to continue the elementary teacher
training project to insure adequate
bilingual staffing for the Ramah
Navajo Elementary School."
The project is funded by the
Ramah school board.
Kelly said a new addition to the
College of Education's field-based
training effort is the Northern
Consortium Teacher Corps
Training Project, which is funded

Oct~

in conjunction wfth the Chama
Public Schools.
The program delivers in·service
training for 30 elementary school
teachers from Chama, Cuba and
the Jemez Mountain school districts
and provides course work leading
to elementary school certification
as well as a masters degree for four
interns.
•
Project director. Lon Cottingham
said the program is "directed
toward the mainstreaming of exceptional elementary children with
a bilingual, bicultural context,
utilizing the services of elementary
and special education."
Chama Valley, Cuba and Jemez
Mountain, schools also fund the
Northern Consortium Teacher Aide
Program.
Director Patricia Kelliher said the
project is an "on-site training
program leading to an Associate of
Arts degree in elementary
education."
In. its second year of operation, ·.
the program has 58 persons
enrolled this semester. Kelliher said
51 of the students are Spanish
speaking and seven are Navajo
speaking students.
A cadre of professors is flown
each week to the training sites to
conduct classes.

29 Deadline Set

For Study in Ecuador
Applications will be accepted until Oct. 29 from students wishing to
study at the UNM's Andean Center in Quito, Ecuador, in the 1977 Spring
Semester.
Courses taught on the Quito campus are conducted in Spanish, so ap-plicants are advised to have completed at least four semesters of college
Spanish or the equivalent.
The program is open to advanced level sophomores and above and
graduate students. It offers students a unique opportunity to fulfill degree
requirements while engaged in overseas study.
The Latin American Center in room 299 (phone 277-2636 or 277-5421)
of Ortega Hall is in charge of providing information and applications.
They can be reached at either 277-2636 or 277-5421.
The program is in its ninth year of operation. It gives special attention to
the interest of students in Latin American Affairs and the major language
and literature of Latin America.
Each year students in Quito are offered a variety of course's such as
history, languages, literature, economics, sociology, political science,
anthropology, and journalism. Individual field research projects are also
accepted.

ASUNM Spe.akers Committee·
presents
·''· -~--.

..To.m. Wolfe

October 5, ·1975

Woodward Hall

Author of "The Electric Kooi-Aid Acid Test," "The Pump House Gang,"
and the "Radical Chic." Toni Wolfe is one of the foremost authors of
the American pop culture well known for his penetrating observations
on the contemporary scene.
Tickets at SUB box office, the General Store, Natural Sound II on Menaul
$2.50 General Public, UNM Students $1.00
Ti
the door
show
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Jean Rhys/Tigers are Better
Looking/ Popular Library, 253
pages, $1.50,
Book Review by
Nancy Gage Staley
This is" a collection of Continental sketches that promises
more than it delivers. The growing
popularity of Jean" Rhys has
warranted the publication of these
stories, many of which are from a
collection first published in 1927.
Aficionados of Rhys _might well
welcome them; I found them slight
· and unsatisfying.
Though labeled "stories," these
pieces are not. Character is an: The
events of the sketches are not plots
but occurrences. The collection is
about inertia and despair.
The cover blurbs are enticing .
The Boston Globe tells us ·that
herein is "the truth about women."
The protagonists are primarily
women and, though they are occasionally strong, admirable
women, Rhys repeatedly reminds
the reader that the average woman
is petty, silly and mean. Her firstperson narrators are so neuter in
their representation that it is a
surprise to discover that they are
female.
The stories range in locale from
London to Versailles, the Riviera,
and the West Indies. With
sophisticated prose Rhys pins down
each national character like a
butterfly.
Rhys is a proficient writer, but
the quality of the work varies.
There are splendid sketches.
These are rich and full, but they
are few. One wonders why there
aren't more of this quality. The
appetite is whetted but the
~ollection doesn't satisfy.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a weelk
Donate Twice W eeld

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

for Richard Armour's ·book states

those days."
On page two we learn under the
subhead, A Minority Opinion,
"Some say it was not Columbus
who discovered America but a man
named Leaf Ericson. Leaf came
from one of the Scandinavian
countries with a shipload of people,
all of whom were called Yon
Yonson or Ole Olson or Big Swede,
and went straight to Wisconsin,
where he unloaded his passengers
and went back for more ... On his
next trip he went to Minnesota."
Armour's book touches on all
facets of U.S. history, and on page

"'

(Jq
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.....
z

103, under a subhead, Teapot
Dome,: "Unfortunately, Harding
(Pres,) shared secret information
(concerning the Navy's huge snpply
of reserve oil) with one of the boys
in the back room, a poker player by
the name of Fall. Then the trouble
started. Fall sneaked out the oil."
(Footnote: "Many believe that
Harding was innocent and put the
whole blame on Fall, This is the
source of the expression 'Fall
Guy' .... ")
These footnotes in Armour's
book appear on almost every page,
but to one who dislikes footnotes,
then spend more time persuing
Erma Bombeck's The Grass Is
Always Greener Over the Septic
Tank, for here there are no footnotes!
Subheads also appear in The
Grass is Always Greener Over the
Septic Tank-and under The
Suburban Lawn, we read: "Never,
in the history of the world, have so
many men sacrificed so much, so
often, at such a price, for so little."
In speaking of lawns Bombeck
continues: "The green grass is
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It Sounds

Incredible
BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN ·READ
THE EXORCIST IN 58 MIN-UTES
At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
Wrth More Impact Than The Ma.rie.

•
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You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different lOs, different interests, different educations have completed the course. Our
graduates are people from all walks of life. These people have ·
taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading
speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased it eveh more.
Think for a moment what that menas. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours.
They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes.
They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no
machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read. And mark this well: they actually
understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than
when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more.
They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same

-r-<
!!?.

thing-the place to learn about it is at a free speed reading
lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Iltixon completed
this course in June. 1970. The same one Senators and
Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Min-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you
will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One
thing that might bother you about your reading speed is that
One thing that might bother you about your reading speed is
that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors
The instructors at the_ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free
Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true
we practice the first step to improved reading at a MiniLesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot,
but the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free
Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4·5 times
faster, with comparable comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS--------,
.You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!

6:00 p.m.
Room 250.;.C

Stud"ent Union Buildili."g
University of New Mexico,
Telephone 266·7322. Student Tuition Plan Availeble

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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Nm Arts Commission
Announces Grant Awards

o"

.g

The New Mexico Arts Comat its September funding
SCSSlOn, awarded grants totalling
$33,835.04 in six categories. The
total of grants awarded thus far this
0
·~ year is $158,793.54, with a few
~· applications still under study.
""'
Under the Architectural and
~ Environme:-~tal Arts category, three
grants totalling $1 ,940 were
,0 awarded. The Historical Society of
<1>' New Mexico received two grants,
totalling $1 ,240, and the Santa
Cruz Historic Foundation a grant
of$700.
Two Literature grants totalling
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Ko.tmandu Is
Film Subject

$3,300 were awarded. The Dept. of
English at New Mexico State
University was funded $1,900 for
its Southwest High School Creative
Writing Awards program, and
UNM's
American
Studies
Organization received $1,400 for
"New America: A Review." One
dance grant of $5,000 was awarded
to the American Southwesf Ballet
Company, Santa Fe, for its 1977
dance festival.
Three grants totalling $3,940
were given in the Special Programs
category, with the Kaleido~cope
program of Eldorado High School,

Pre~criptions

filled ,
Lenses replaced ,

,,
,,

OPTICIANS

Albuquerque, rece1vmg $600,
Roswell Museum and Art Center
getting $2,400 for its children's art
classes, and the Sierra Art Society.
awarded $940 for its art appreciation and development
program.
Five Visual Arts grants totalling
$.5,550 were awarded. The Artesia
Arts Council received $800; the
Museum of New Mexico Fine Arts
Division got two grants, one of
$2,000 for the 1977 Fine Arts
Biennial, and one of $500 for a
watercolor exhibition; the Arts
DepartmGnt at NMSU received
$1,250 for its Southwest Print and
Drawing Competition, and La
Cooperacion del Pueblo de Tierra
Amarilla received $1,000 for a silk
screen workship.
The Commission awarded its
"minigrants" -grants of $1,000 or
under-to
the
following
organizations: "La Confluencia"
Magazine, Albuquerque; the East
San Jose Senior Citizens Club,
Albuquerque; the City of Espanola;
the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
Albuquerque; Jemez Bodhi
Mandala.

Arts

&
media

Chavez Sculpture
By John Carnahan

Sculptures by Albuquerque artist Joseph A. Chavez will be presented at Janson Gallery starting Oct. 10.
There will be a reception to open the exhibition on Oct. 10 from 3 to
6 p.m. The general public is invited.
Chavez was born in Belen, N.M. He atten'ded and was graduated
from UNM with degrees in fine arts and art education.
Chavez classifies his sculptures as abstract and bio-morphic. "This
means I like to take life forms and break them down to their basic
essence," said Chavez. "My work has a feminine quality.lt is crafted
along round, voluptuous, sensuous lines."
The gallery is on the UNM campus at 1909 Las Lomas Road NE It
is open daily from noon to 6 p.m.
'

!Co"ti"uodkoiDpn;,~,.~Columbus'
what lured settlers to the wilderness
in the first place. They wanted to
cultivate a little patch of greenery
that would tickle the feet of their
barefooted babies, cushion their

The most
luxuri9us portaple .
electr1c typewr1ter
in the world. · .. · ·

A jpOvie telling the story of a
brother's search for his sister lost
among the fowler people of Katmandu will be shown at 6:30 p.m.,
Oct. 9, in Room 203 of the Basic
Medical Sciences Building on the
north campus ofUNM.
The movie, which has earned an
award for best supporting actress,
is entitled "Hare Rama,. Hare
Krishna," Members of the
sponsoring Indo-American Assoc.
say it has no connection with the
Hare Rama, Hare Krishna
movement. The public is invited to
attend.
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& 'Septic Tnnk'

falls,. and cradle them in the bosom
of the soil.
"It seemed incongruous in the
quiet of an evening to hear a father
pull his son close to him and say,
'You cut across that lawn one more
time, Gilbert, and I'm going to
break every bone in your body' .... "
Bombeck's book treats of an
· ethical suburb: Suburbian Gems.
At one point tne town council is
discussing the possibility of
licensing a
for the suburb.

~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~·~: ~~$~~~::~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$~.

Bag Viilage
Quality Bean ~ag Furniture
CoucheS'
Lounges'
Love Seats
Oiscs · Chairs

.Refill5
Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee
10% off_~ith this adJ

. NE 299-1.., ... ,.
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Pros and cons wax heavy and the
matter is finally won for the drivein when 140 students from the high
school volunteered, as a group, to
turn the sound off completely
during the showing of movies.
"Prof. Harold Swill, band director
of Suburbian Gems High School,
said: 'It is maturity like this this
that restores my faith in young
people' .... "
Both books should be read in
only a short passage per sitting ... for if one tries to read ten or
more pages of either at one time, it
becomes 'too much of a muchness.'
Richard ·Armour is a Harvard
Ph.D. who has written scholarly
publish-or-perish· books, but he is
best known for his more than 50
books of humor and satire in both
prose and verse.
Erma Bombeck is the author of
three best-selling books, a syndicated newspaper column, and is
co-author with her husband, Bill,
of three children. The Bombecks
live in Paradise Valley, Ariz.
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Now comes Miller time.

IG BOY
FAMILY
RESTAURANT

-PATTY MELT
WITH FRIES

Adler Satellite 2001
The jewel of our typewriter collection

Duke City Typewriter Co.
1325 San Mateo N.E.
265-8347
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®1976 The Mrller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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NMSU Captures Lobo Invite

Lobos Manhandle Rams 33-20

UNM Spikers Finish 4th
By Gino Brazil
The UNM women's volleyball team captured fourth
place in the Lobo Invitational tournament in Carlisle
Gym over the weekend. Here is a match-by-match
wrap-up.
LOBOS vs. CSF
In the opening match of the Lobo Invitational, the
Lobos used the College of Santa Fe Knights for target
practice, crushing them, 15-3 and 15-1.
Coach Kathy Marpe said the gids "played really
well. We had been kind of worried about our defensive coverage, but tonight the girls showed a lot of

Photo by Tim Gofloghof

The UNM women's volleyball team finished fourth in their
own tournament. The women played well Friday night but
had a little trouble waking up Saturday morning.

Is there Jewish student. life at UNM?
Lets break the Yom Kippur fast together
and exchange ideas

Monday, October 4, 7:30 pm
International Center
1808 Las Lomas

>

Wan.t to help? Ca/1299-7502

FREE
RINGO STARR I PETER SELLERS ___

_,-._c.__

with Raqucl Welch. Laurence HarVey and Richard Attenborough

"~ GMagic Chrisliart'
10 am - 3 pm

Oct. 4 - 8
SUB Ballroom Lobby

_.Sponsored

Student Activities

The Lobos were unable to generate any kind of offense as they. were outscored 15-4 and 15-9.
.LOBOS vs. CSF (consolation bracket)
UNM, playing a winless CSF squad, had to struggle
a bit before defeating the stubborn Knights from Santa Fe.
The Lobos won two of three games, 15-8, 3-15, and
15-2.
The Lobos cruised to easy victories in the first and
third games, but were stunned by a fired-up CSF
squad in the second game of the match.
LOBOS vs. ENMU
movement.''
In an evenly matched contest, ENMU squeezed by
The Lobos were never threatened as they built up
the
Lobos for consolation championship.
strong leads in both games.
The Lobos won the first game (15-7) but lost the
next two (15-6 and 15-8).
·
LOBOS vs. UTEP
Coach Mz, pe said, "Psychologically, we weren't in
Despite playing two hard-hitting games, the Lobos
game." "The girls were unsure of themselves and
the
suffered heartbreaking losses in their second match of
were
caught out of position too many times." "Our
the tourney.
defense
looked bad, too."
UNMlost to UTEP, 15-12and 15-11.
Marpe
was pleased with the way the team members
Assistant Coach Barbara Butler said UTEP "had
played
Friday
night, but was a little disappointed in
better physical players."
their
play
on
Saturday.
LOBOS vs. NMSU
NMSU blasted their way to the championship in the
UNM was thrown into the consolation bracket by
Lobo
Invitational, while UTEP settled for second
losing to a hard-hitting NMSU squad.
place.

Surprising Golfers Third
At Rocky Mt. Tourney
By John Griego
A very young and inexperienced
UNM men's golf team travelled to
Colorado Springs, Colo., this past
weekend and posted an impressive
third-place finish in the Rocky
Mountain Invitational Golf.
Tournament.
The Cougars of Brigham Young
University far outdistanced the
other 23 competitors and easily
captured their second straight
Rocky Mountain Invitational Golf
title.
The Cougars, in beating secondplace Colorado by 29 strokes, set a
new tournament record with an 874
total score for the 54-hole tournament. The top three individual
positions were occupied by three
Cougars.
The neophyte UNM team was
paced by Mitch Mooney who
posted a 222, six-over-par score for
the three-round tournament" and
finished sixth in the individual
competition.
Backing up Mooney in the im-
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It's not (or Just anyone. But if you carC about ycul' looks we
think you'll find It's just for you. The $55 Haircut Crcat~d by
}fm Markham for the top Hollywood Celebrities whose h;~ir he
cuts. And now it's avail:~blc to you. Right here. Fora who/(.• fot
less than $55. Along With the products designed to enable your
huir to perform its natural best. Call for an appointment rww.
The $55 Haircut is nvai1r~blc for a whole lot lesS at:

:Markham
.
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·Sports·

By Joe Donnelly
net four more goals against the
The Albuquerque Chaparrals Blazers' starting goalie Greg Hayes.
pro-hockey team may be for real He left the game with 4:48 left in
this year. In their first home game the period.
of the season on Saturday night
Quickness was the name of the
they speeded past the visiting game. While the Chap offense went
Billings Blazers for an 8-2 win.
on to score eight times, the defense
After going to the locker room limited the Blazers to an emwith a flimsy 1-0 lead at the end of barrassing 16 shots on goal.
the first period, the Chaps came out
With 3,647 fans attending
skating like everyone have touted (second largest in Chap history),
them to. The Chaps broke loose to Albuquerque scored its first goal

I
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PEACE CORPS AND
VISTA ARE
COMING

less than five minutes into the
game.
Veteran Earl Sargent released a
slap shot from the right point.
Hayes made the save but could not
control the puck. With Hayes out
of the net and three Chaparrals
swatting at the loose puck, rookie
Jim Bertram flipped in his second
goal in as many games.
Sargent scored the first of his two
goals of the second period when he
picked up a centering pass at the
right face-off circle and skated into
the slot to score from 20ft. out.
·After sitting in the penalty box
for a two-minute slashing penalty,
Sargent scored an instant replay as
he slapped a loose puck in for th~,
game winner.
The Chaps continued to press the
Blazers as the speedy line of
veterans Doug Christy, Dwight Stockham and rookie Donny
Madson scored three three goals.
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Chaps Romp 8-2 in Tingley Opener

USE
YOUR
DEGREE
IN A
DIFFERENT
WAY.
............ .................................---- ..
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Daily Lobo

SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT!
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competed in a major college
tournament and they all performed
well," McGuire said.
"We _beat a lot of good teams up
there including last years Division
II College champions, Troy State,"
said McGuire.
Teamwise, the top five places
were captured by BYU, Colorado,
UNM, Troy State and New Mexico
State University.
The young UNM team played the
BYU Cougars to a standoff in the
early holes of the opening round,
but were unable to keep pace with
pressive Lobo showing were Mike the hot putting Brighams over the
Glennon who shot a 226; Jeff last two rounds and finished just
McMi!len, 227; Chris Nordling, two strokes behind second-place
230; J1m Buchanan, 236; and Todd Colorado.
DeAngelis, 242.
McGuire· described WAC foe·
UNM head golf coach Dick
BYU as a "very strong team with
McGuire said that he was extremely many strong golfers.''
pleased with UNM's performance
UNM's next competition will be
and detennination in the tour- this weekend when they host the
nament.
prestigious Tucker Invitational
"We took a very young team up Golf Tournament held at UNM's
there. Four of our boys had never south golf course.

INTERVIEWING
Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall
& Law School
Placement

ON CAMPUS
·Oct. 27, 28, 29

Wet
Wednesdays
At Rosa's
All Drinks
5()¢

Live Band
INFORMATION TABLE;
Student Union

867-9983
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Wolfpack Takes Road Win
WAC Play
To Go 2-0

~

in

liNM
CSll

~.

0 17 J 13 -J3
7 0 7 6-20

UNM~Robison

After an exchange of punts,
Hudspeth intercepted his second
pass of the day, this one from quarterback Dan Graham.
VNM moved to the Ram 5, with
the aid of two penalties and finally
settled for a Jim Haynes 22-yard
field goal.
The Lobos scored again before
the half, when cornerback Frankie
Theragood intercepted a pass. The
'Pack went 52 yards in four plays
with Mazzone carrying it in from
the 2. The big play in the drive was
a 54-yard Mazzone to Preston Dennard pass. The TD gave the Lobos
a 17-7 halftime lead.
The Lobos got the second half
kickoff, but couldn't get far before
tight end Chris Combs fumbled on
an endcaround, CSU recovering.
The Rams went 45 yards in .7
plays with Judah scoring on an 8yard rollout.
Thatmadethescore 17-14 UNM,
and it looked like maybe the halftime break had done the trick for
the Rams, because UNM lost three
yards on the next series and the
Rams took a punt at their own 44.
But Judah overthrew wide
receiver Bell on third and 4 and the
Rams had to punt.
.
The Lobos couldn't score again
until defensive end Bruce Herron
intercepted another one of Judah's
passes at the Ram 46. The Lo bos
drove to the CSU 14 before· Jim
Haynes kicked a 29-yard field goal.
On the ensuing kick-off, Ram
halfback Ron Harris, who didn't
play much due to an injury, fumbled' and UNM's Don Block

18 pnss rrort\ Muuone {Hnyncs kick)

liNM-I-Ili)'OCS 22

r•'(j

29 1'G

Max Hudspeth
Intercepted two passes
recovered on the CSU 14.
The Lobos lost 15 yards on a
clipping penalty, but Combs repented with a gain of 23 on an. endaround. Mike Williams then scored
from the 2 for his fifth touchdown
of the year.
CSU coach Sark Arslanian said
he thought the Rams would still
win until Harris' fumble and
Williams' ensuing score.
The Lobos scored again after
CSU fumbled a punt. Mazzone
carried the final 11 yards on a quarterback draw.
Mazzone sat out one series with a
slight ankle sprain and back-up
quarterback C.J. Jones made some
people wonder why he's not
playing by hitting Keith Ellis with a
23-yard bullet over the middle.
Lobo coach Bill Mondt said, "It
was a heckuva football game. We
got the breaks, no doubt about it.
If there hadn't been so many turnovers it would have gone right
down to the wire."
Mondt responded·to some stories
that were written in the week prior
to the game about his feud with Arslanian, saying, "The press ought
to repor.t .on two good football
team&-not a couple of old coache>
who are getting ulcers.
"Our team held their poise when
it was 17-14-that pleased me a lot.
"This was a mighty big one. We
needed this game badly. I was
pleased with the way we took it to
them."

Noel Mazzone
Scored two touchdowns
The Rams lost to BYU 42-18 and
Arslanian said, "I think UNM and
BYU are both good football teams.
They both beat us."
The Lobos, now 2-1 overall and
2-0 in the .WAC, will face San Jose
State Saturday night at University
Stadium.

\'Ard~ rushlnt;
'innis passing
Total offe11J>e
l•unln\'ernge
l'ennllles
Fumblt's·l..CISI

0

0

0

UNM-Williums 2 run (Pass failed)
UNM-Mnuone II run (Haynes kick)
CSlJ-Joncs 44 run (Run fulled)
f.'Jn;t downs

r<
0"

llNM-Mtu.7.one 2 nm Oinyncs kick)
CSlJ-Judah 8 nm (Dmke kick)
UNM-HII)'llc,~

"t:l
"'
q
0

C'Stl-Bachntnn 6S p~s from Juduh (Drnk<: k!ck)

By Tim Gallagher
Who says Colorado State has a great defensive line?
The Univerl'ity of New Mexico football team took the supposed
"Steel Curtain" front four of the CSU Rams and mangled it like
aluminum foil in Fort Collins, Colo. Saturday, as the Lobos romped 33-20.
·
The Wolfpack, in taking its
second straight WAC road win,
capitalized on eight CSU turnovers.
UNM's 33 points came as a result
of four CSU interceptions and two
Ram fumbles.
In manhandling the CSU defensive line, the Lobos rushed for 257
yards and picked up another 201
yards via the airways. Fullback
Mike Williams rushed for 68 yards
and for the third straight week was
ahead of quarterback Noel Mazzone, who had 62 yards on the
ground. Mazzone also passed 15
times, completing 8 for 178 yards.
But it was the defense that did
the job and it was led for the second
straight week by linebacker Dave
Thompson and cornerback Max
~Iudspeth. Thompson made seven
unas&isted tackles and assisted on
eight others. Hudspeth intercepted
two passes that were converted into
10 UNM points.
·
The Lobos showed the mark of a
great team-they capitalized on
their opponents' mistakes.
The Rams opened the scoring on
a 65-yard bomb from quarterback
Dick Judah to Randy Bachman.
Late in the first quarter, Judah
tried to burn the Lobes again with
a bomb, but this time Hudspeth
went into his act. He intercepted
the pass and returned it to the
UNM46.
From there, the Lobos ker.t it on
the ground until they hit the Ram
18. Then Mazzone fired a touchdown strike to tight end Pete
Robison on the first play of the
second quarter.

~

Statistics
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UNM CSU ,.f>.
19

14

2l7

253

201
79
4S8 332
9·37 9-48.4
8·108 6·37
8-4
6-4

:s
,_
0\

INDJVII>UAI. LEAI)F.If.S
Rushing: UNM, Williams 21-69, Maz.zone 23-62,
'fhompson 3·46, Forrest 10·25, Combs 2-24; CSU,
Jones 14~105, Butler 12-47, Davis 10.)1 1 Norman
6·34
l{ecclvlng: UNM, Dem1nrd 3·92 1 Robison 2·34, I TO;
C'SU, Dacl1mnn 1-65, I TO,
Pusslng: UNM, Muu.one 8-15·0, 1711 yards, 1 TD,
Jones 1-l...Q, 23 yards; CSU, JuJnh 2·12·3, 79 yards,

I Tr>, Grahnm, 0-3-l.

ASUNM PEC and
Speakers Committee
Presents:

Colorado ·upsets UNM Harriers;
Only Cross-Country Home Me.et
By Peter Madrid
The UNM cross-country team
found out Saturday it is not the
man who comes in first that always
detennines the outcome of a race;
sometimes it is the tenth man.
The Lobo harriers were dealt a
heartbreaking 26-27 loss by the
University of Colorado Saturday at
the Tramway Road course.
Saturday's meet was UNM's only
home meet of the 1976 campaign
and Coach Hugh Hackett's last
home meet. Coach Bill Silverberg
will take over the reins when
Hackett steps down in January.
Both UNM and Colorado placed
five ruimers each in the top ten of
Saturday's triangular six-mile meet.
New Mexico State also competed
but did not place runners in serious
scoring position. The Buffs scored
runners in the first, third, sixth, ·
seventh and ninth position. The
Lobos filled in the rest of the top. ten field.
Kirk Pfeffer, a junior college
transfer from California ran a
blazing race for Colorado. Pfeffer
captured the individual first with
incredible titnes of 4:44 for the first
mile and a remarkable 9:07 split at
the two-mile mark. Lobo great
Lionel Ortega was not far behind
Pfeffer for the no. 2 spot.
Dean Brittenhim, coach of the
Buffaloes, said, .;This meet was the
first of our really serious races. We
have had a few all-comers races
with no team scores being recorded."
Ortega was the only Lobo runner
Brittenhim had heard about and did
not know what to expect from the

rest of the team. He did know the
The Lobos have another twoLobos were running five freshmen week rest until Oct. 15 when they
and two veternans because his travel to Denton, Tex., for the
squad ran with ~most the same United States Track and Field
line-up.
Federation race,
In a pre-race interview, Ortega
The Lobos' results in Saturday's
said, "Team-wise, they (Colorado)
race
were:
have got a lot of depth in their
team: We are going to have to beat
2. Ortega, 30:30; 4. Rodney
them as a a team. The whole idea
behind cross-country is to score as a Lane, 31:14; 5. Peter Butler; 31:24;
8. David Segura, 32:01; 10. Mark
team."
Ortega's strategy was correct, Romero, 32:37; 12. Manny
however, it missed working by one Bautista, 33:04; and 13. Tom
Snowden, 33:07.

PROGRAM TO INCLUDE STAR TREK HIGHLIGHTS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14,1976
POPEJOY HALL 2 SHOWS 7:00 & 10:00 PM
RESERVE SEATING TICKE7S $4.00 and $5.00
AVAILABLE AT:
A.T.A. CORONADO CENTER-883-1080
GENERAL STORE
SUB for Studont Discount

Very Fine European
& Indonesian Food
BUY1
GET1

FREE

Mon.-Thurs.

7-9

Barnaby's
Back All Week

UNCLE NASTY'S

Try our Satee Babi
Nasi and Banai Goreng
and ·Vegetarian ·Gado Gada
,Hours Daily
11 am -12 pm
'J'elephone 765-5671
Central SE

"A Good Place To Make Frlend.s"
.._.,,,_~ 4418CentralS.E.
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PERSONALS

Early Experience In Behavior Development in
Monkey will be presented by John P. Gluck on Mon.,
Oct. 4at3:30 p.m. in Rm, 139, Biology Bldg.

CONN TROMBONE WITH F·at!aehmenl $125,00,
Call277-4379, 10/5

Kiva Club Meeting Mon., Oct. 4 at 6:30p.m. at the
Native American Center. Council members: be there
at 5:30p.m.

TRA YELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal, 4200 Central
AvenueSE. 10/14

TWO EXCELLENT CLASSICAL guitars: Old
(J 96S) Ramlrez-$1,200.00 Hernandis Grand Concert
$69S.00247-2Jl7, 10/5

~

COME ON OUT for an afternoon beer-Rosa's
Cantina. In the country, 867·9983, Algodones, 1015

ALASKAN MALEMUTE PUPPY-four months-female-price negotiable 883-9461. 10/5

YOGA YOGA YOGA retreat Oct. 22·24 in Jemez
mountains. Understand life through yoga. Beginners
lit, advanced, flood, lodging, & instruction $28-stu·
dents $25. Make reservations call Sivananda yoga
center 265-3000. And classes every evening plus Monday Wcdnesday-10 AM Saturday 9AM. 6317 Linn
NE near Central & San Pedro campus house. Medl·
tatlon M·F 6 AM Hath a (physical exercise)Monday
7 PM Discussion Wednesday 7;30 PM 221 Columbia
S B near Lend. !0/4

1972 MG MIDGET 32,000 miles, new transmission,
& painted recently. It needs a little work. 293·2261.

~

"<U

~
P-i

10/6
20 PORTABLE T·V's, $30 to $60.441 Wyomidg NE.
255·5987, 10/18
FISHER STEREO TAPE cassette player & fccordcr.
Dolby threc·head auto stop: $1$0,00. Ask for Dan
or Steve, 881-2537, 10/6
197S PANTERADE TOMASO original c~ccpt for
custom paint $13,SOO. Interested buyers only! 266·
7S06after 6:00p.m. -10/6

IF YOU DON'T like South Africa's racial policies
nnd support a US trade embargo, write: Senator Dick
Clark, Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on African
Affairs, Washington, DC. Hearings on South Africa
this week. 10/4
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder
Factory Ill Cornell SE. 10/6

DARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, I 18 San Pedro
SE, 265.0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
!iers, nuto radios. Install burglar alarms. 100/o dis·
count for students with JD. Quick service, Used TV's
for sale. I 0/20

CONFUSED? MAYBE WE can help you sort out
~~.r thoughts. Call AGORA ~77-3013. 10/8

SLEEPING BAG R.E.I. McKinley 3 lbs. of down.
$60.00.243-4171. 10/6

COLD? STREETLITES CLOTHING Exchange buys
sells and trades fine used clothing. Tuesday thru Sat·
urday 10 to 5:303004 D. Central. 266·S27S. 10/8

FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265-2338. 10/6

OUfSEPPE-TODAY IS the day Grinder Pockets
are at the Grinder. 111 Cornell SE. Let's meet for
lunch and try the cheese and chili Grinder Pockets,
Love Maria. 10/4

PEOPLE! FOXY REFLECTIONS a uni·se~ hair
studio )las 5 hair stylists to assist you, Across from
Presbyterian hospital I 123 Central NE. It costs no
more for experienced stylists. 842-8300. 10/13

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Mit Modet, from your fiends
•
around the desk.

KODAK INSTAMATIC 60. Midland C.B. Retail
$139.00, $6S,00cach, 277-2470. 10/5

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR on Wcdnes·
day 9·29·76. Describe it for retUrn. Call 883-7304
between 2:30and 6:00p.m. 10/6
FOUND: GERALDINE ANN King Hale's Athletic
card. Claim Marron Hall Room 131. tfn

SERVICES

QUALITY: TOM HUNTER Painting Co.-Glazing,
carpentry, screening, gutters. Licensed-references.
243·250S. J0/4
MASSAGE 9·6 298-4718 Juan.

10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Oym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS, Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444orcomc to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

LSAT·MCAT~ExAMiCr~cparc now. Call Pro·
fcssional Educators of New Mexico, Inc, 842·
5200. tfn
YUCCA COOLER SERVICE summer & winter
maintenance. Cooler covers available. 10% discount
to senior cilizens phone 345-0678, I0/6
NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, revl·
sian, research, &consultation, 281-3001. 10/13
TUTOR WANTED FOR Transact. Analysis empha·
sis on Nursing. Need to have taken course. Fee commensurate with degree. Phone 277·3597 Monday,
Tuesday, & Wednesday after 8:00p.m. 10/7
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR: 118 San Pedro
SE, 265.0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
fiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. lO"lo dis·
count for student with 10. Quick service. Used TV's
forsale. 10121
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric. Guaran·
teed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298·7147. 10/8
TIJTORING IN FRENCH by French person. Call
843~818.
10/5
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Factory Ill Cornell SE. 10/6
FREE ROOM. PART board for girl to clean and
eook for two male students. 294·7387, 881·8876.
Nighttime. 10/4

4.

DEACON IO·SPEED$80,00. 247·9410.

10/6
----

1970 GTO HIGH PERFORMANCE 4-speed head·
ers, Good Condition. 842.0764 after 6:00p.m. 1017

LOST: BROWN EYEGLASS case containing NY
driver's license. Reward cali842-96S6. 10/4

3.

1

FORSALE

SCUBA DIVING GEAR 268.0367 after 6 P.M.
10/4
1971 YAMAHA 350 street, Low mileage. Excellent
condition. 881.0479 after 5. 10/4
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT all new merchandise Pan·
asonic stereo $49.00 cassettes $39.00 C.B/s Pioneer
Sansui marrantz reel to reels new guarantee. 2SS·
7535. 10/4
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, nbt
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig· zag. Pay $19.00
& take machine:2S5·7534. 10/4
BUY MY BODY! Nikon I'TN·Body $200.00 or best
offer. 296-4258 evenings. 10/2

Meeting for Pre·Med Technology undergraduates
with the director, Dr, Kenneth Maehara, at 3:30p.m.
Wed., Oct. 6 in Rm. 2SB, Biology Bldg.

1971 RENAULT-to. Like new. White with burgundy
interior. 4·wheel disc brakes. Steel radials, 36/26mpg,
55,000 miles. S1 ,095. Jean Shannon, 277-4305. 10/5

i::

Z

Las Campana• will /lave a meeting Tues., Oct. 5 at
5:30p.m. in Rm. 250 C, SUD.

WURLITZER ELECTRONIC PIANO Model 200.
Custom made mahogany cabinet. Recently tuned &
balanced. Immaculate condition, 293·7QSI, 8817629. 10/5

·M..-roa llall ,...., J31 ,., by aon to:.
Cla••illed Advortlola1, UNM Box 20,
Allouq110rque, N .M, 87131

~
0
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Interested_ in getting credit for working? A com_ •
mlttee is forming to work for this "experience
JJQrning" at UNM. Contact Dorothy Davidson, rm• • •
242, SUB.
' (Coril,inucd from page lJ

COLO!l.·TV DRAND name, big screen, assume pay·
ments of S7 per month. New warranty 255·7534.
10/4

BUY MY BODY I Nlkon FTN·Body $200.00 or best
offer. 296-42~8 evenings, 10/4
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Griqdcr'Fac·
tory II I Com ell SE. 10/6
KENWOOD SPARKERS WITH fifteen Inch woofer.
Fender twin reverb. 266-5142. 10/5
RALEIGH SPRITE EXCELLENT condilion $75.00
842·1382aftcr f1Ye. 10/8
CASUAL CHAIRS $SO each; bar $100; twin bed
$3S; golf clubs $SO; tables $40 each. Phone 268-5273.
J0/8
FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265·2338. 10/12
73 HONDA CIVIC... ONLY three years old. $800,00
or best offer-836-4131 for appointment. 10/8
170cm HEAD YAHOO SKIS look·GT bindings
used twice $160 firm; mens large Phantom boots size
10$85;ski rack$20268-4813. 10/8
HAND STITCH CO-OP personalized handmade
clothing & crafts. New members welcome 10~ Mon·
Sat. 2000 Central SE, 247-4498. 10/4
MADteRA ACOUSTIC GUITAR with hard shell
case. Beautiful condition. S215 or best offer. 2S5·
6S69 evenings. I 0/8
FENDIOR STRATOCASTER SUNBURST excellent
condition $300. Honda Congas, Black. Excellent con·
dition$200. Wholedeal$450, 262-1037. 10/8

5.

FORRENT

FOR RENT... FURNISHED room, nonsmoker,
private bath, light kitchen privileges, $3/day. 897·
0131. 10/6
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to shar~ com·
fortable tluee bedroom house. 294-7S31. lOIS
CLEAN ONE BEDROOM, utilities furnished,
$180.00 one or two. Outside pets. Ready Deposit.
877·1745. 10/8

6.

EMPLOYMENT

JOBS ON SHIPS! American, foreign. No exper·
iencc required. Excellent pay. World wide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for information,
SEAFAX, Dept. H~ Box 2049, Port Angeles, Wash·
lngton 98362. 10/6
PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
day work. Also, have positions for Friday and Satur·
day nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls
please. Save Way Liquor Store 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6
YOUNG JUDEA IS looking for interested and qUal·
ified leaders. Call277-S561 or 243-7371. 10/8

':/,

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Rideline, 265·9860 or
303-449·6670. lOIS
•

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

KIRBY VACUUM eleancr with attachments 1st
$39.00 takes it. 2SS·1S35. 10/4

BELLY DANCE EXPERIENCES workshop, Saturday, Oct. 2. Beginning through advanced. 898-474'1.
268-6277. 10/4

RECORDS AND 1'APE8-good price, good selce•
tion, good people, L P Ooodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across front Fat Humohrey's). tfn

GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
tory I I I Cornell SE. 10/~

Ski Club will meet Tues., Oct. 5 at 7:30p.m. in the
SUB Theatre. Refreshments will be served and a door
prize given away.
The American Red Cross is appealing for volun··
teers to help with the swine flu program, Volunteers
should attend one of two training sessions scheduled
for Mon., Oct. 4 and Wed,, Oct. 6 from 9 a.m, to
noon at the new • Albuquerque High School
Auditorium, 800 Odelia Ne. Call 26S·8514.
An updated listing of off·campus rental units is
available to UNM students at tho Information
Desk in the SUB and the Dean of Students Office,
Mesa Vista 1176. Landlords may Jist tlwir rental
units with tho Dean of Students office, 277·6448.
Applications arc being accepted for openings on
the Women Studies Committee. Applications are
available at Rm. 233 in Marron Hall. They ~an also
be obtained from Women Studies teachers and
members of the Women Studies Center.
"Early E~pcrienccs in Behavior Development in
Monkey" by Dr, John P. Gluck Mon., Oct. 4 at 3:30
p.m. in Biology Rm, 139, Castetter Hall, IOO·block of
Yale. Public welcome,
Gamma Theta Upsilon, the geography honor
society, is now accepting applications for mcm·
bership. Requirements Include a 3.0 GPA. For fur·
ther information, contact Dennis Mewshaw at 2773105or Julie Ann Holand at277-3694
The Peace Corps office is at Rm. 229, Ortega Hall.
Its hours are Tues., Thurs., and Fri. from 3:30 to 5:3n
p.m.
The library requirements of information on charge
·cards have been simplified to include brief author and
title, exact call numbers and the latest address if you
have r'ecently moved.
GSA needs one representative interested in the
welfare of KUNM to the Student Radio Board for
1976-.77. Apply at Rm. 248, SUB. Other committee
positions arc still available.
New Mexico Wheclmen are scheduling bicycle rides
every Sunday 319 a.m. in front of Popejoy Hall ticket
office. There is a two-hour slow-paced ride and a
four·hour ride. The four-hour riders should bring a
snack'and water. For more information cali2S6·9&93
between 9 a.m. and 5:30p.m., Tues. thru Fri.
The UNM Chapter of Phi Sigma Tau, the
philosophy honor society, will open its Friday aC·
ternoon discussion sessions to the academic com·
munity nt large. For further information, call 277·

2405.
Problems-We care. Call Hotline at 26S·6787.
Attention Graduate Students: Interested in
getting a job? Register now with Career Services
Mesa Vista. Rm ?1:11

Crab lice infest
even the
nicest people

RID KILLS

The New Mexico legislature will consider
several areas of utility reform this year. NMPIRG
will assist and coordinate students wishing to
have an input into utility reform. Call 277·2757 or
stop bv 107(~ f'nrnAII
Ballroom Dance Club will meet at the SUB
Ballroom at 7 p.m. all Friday evenings. All welcome.
NM·PIRG needs students to work .on a tax·
reform/solar energy and conservation project.
Credit olfcred, or non-credit basis. PIRG Office,
107.0 Cornell SE, or call 277·2757,
Attention Health Science students! Please helpsave a life today by donating a pint of blood, The
Bloodmobile will be at BCMC "second floor lab
Thurs., 11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m. and Frl.,lOa.m. to
4p.m.
The Women's Center is offering workshops and
groups such as Career Explanation Workshops,
Job Hunting Workshops, Women in Transition,
Personal Development Workshops, Study Skills,
Returning Women Student. For enrollment or In·
!ormation, call tho Women's Center, 277-3716,
Policy for Lip Service--Noticee run the aay
·before and the day of the event, space available.
Notices are not accepted by phone, Organizations
may pick up forms to mail In 'to the LOBO.
Deadline for notices is 4:30 p.m. the d~y before
publication, The LOBO reserves the right to edit
notices and delete thos~ considered inappropria•·
tQr this column,

particularly well in a theatre close
by we'll try to bring it to
Albuquerque," he said.
And the response? ''Tremendous," Keller said. "The crowd
wants to see contemporary films as
well as their classic favorites and we
mix our films to give them that
opportunity. So far we've been
pretty successful," he said.
Avolio sa3d the response had
been "so-so." A few-of our films
clicked withthe audience and we got
a good turn out, but mainly the
response has been lukewarm~" he
said.

Ride The

Women's Rugby Team practice Tues. and
'l'hurs. at 5:30 p.m. at Johnson Gym field. New
people welcome.

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
,
1 Pops
partner
4 Compassion
9 Fra's
superior
14 "--7 Told
Ev ry Little
Star"
15 One who
races
horses
16French
room
17 Fragrance
19 Sole of a
plow
20 Peculiarity
21 "--- you
there?"
22 S-shaped
worm
23 Meeting
place
24 Fills beyond
capacity
26 Anthropoids
29 Head part
31 Promise to
pay a debt
32 Pretend
33 Cavalry
command
36 Water
container
38 Comes
before theta
39 Classes
41 Impractical
person
43 Wile
44 Narrow

channels
46 Purpose
47 Ship's
"window"
49 Foal's
par~nt

F riday·s Puzzle Solved:

B I L E.

DA R T S

F UL L

0 RA N

I N ,U R E

UN I E

RANT

CAB0 T

R I VA

ANDOUTISOOTITEN
S I S A L RP U R S E R S
U N C L E,T 0 M I T I E
R I AI S E P AL I S T RAW

50 Heavy
A L P S I D E T E R I S E MI
drinker
LEEKSIDIVESI/'-11 D
51 Winter
JLLINEMATODE
precip.
PART I E S t'R I G ! 0
52 Remove
A G A I P. A N G I N E R E I D
54 Man, e.g.
REND
VALID
ALTO
58 Downturn
I NGE
E R0 0 E
DE E R
60---lala
STEN
SEWE.R
ERMA
61 Made
secure
6 Single
up
62 Make
year's
33 Applauds
amends
record
34 Wading bird
64 European
7 Boot camp 35 Texas ball
hellebores
arrival
park
66 Celestial
8Aboreal
37 Game of
body
frog: 2
chance
67 Pefumery
words
40 Commencing
liquid
42 Clothing
9 S. Afrlcan
68 Grow old
45 More
fox
69 Braid of hair
intelligent
10 Tropical
70 Zane or
48 Coils about
American
Lady Jane
53 Holy in Paris
trees
71 Reluctance
11 Curse
55 Vilification
unit
56 Projecting
12 Long
shelf
familiar
DOWN
13Toa---:
57
Auto
of the
1 Glee
Exactly
'50s
2 ---- - period
18 Texas
59 Caresses
of time
football
3---- play,ln
61 Boring tools
team
golf
62Do
4Actor Jack 24 Explosive ~
something
missile
63
"High---":
of
day
25
Time
5 ---neck:
27 Eroded
Anderson
Canine
28 Kind of pain
play
defect
30 All worked 65 "Hey there!"

~CRAB LICE

ON CONTACT
• Special comb
i.ncluded
·• Without a
prescription
at Drug Stores

Ill D.

.l!

ASUNM Teacher Evaluation Winning Numbers
Grand Prize: 00210
1st Prize: 00045
lnd Prize: 00191
00355
01336
00178

•••

00155
00799
00267

3rd Prizes
01231
00106
00162

•••

You may claim your prizes by . bringing your numbered copy of
PERSPECTIVE 75-76 to SUB Room 242. Prizes must be claimed
by 4:00pm this Friday, October 8, 1976. All winning _numbers must
be verified before awards are made.

. . Hurry- Check Your Numbers!

